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Part 1: Phonology. Below is a chart of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).
Not all of these sounds are used by English! Which vowels and consonants are?



Part 2: How sound works.

Part 3: Spectrograms! A tool for looking at sounds.

Part 4: Phonetics – vowels and consonants

Narrowband: This is what 
we’ve seen so far.

Better frequency resolution.

Worse time resolution.

Broadband: Almost everything 
else for the rest of the class.

Better time resolution.

Worse frequency resolution.



Spectrograms for five words are given in
scrambled order here. Match them!

spooky, maki, kiwi, pie
Useful note: I pronounced the 'k' in 'maki' a bit too quietly

/a/ “ahh” /i/ “eeh” /u/ “ooh”



[Problem adapted from "The Whole Spectrum," NACLO 2008]

Spectrograms: a puzzle
Background
The sounds of human speech (and indeed all sounds) travel through the air in waves, some 
of which your ear detects as sounds. These waves can be analyzed (by a mathematical 
technique called "Fourier analysis") into combinations of basic ("sinusoidal") waves whose 
most important properties are "frequency" and "amplitude". One sound may comprise 
many such basic waves, and a basic wave of the same frequency or amplitude may appear 
in many sounds. Linguists sometimes display this analysis on a diagram called a 
spectrogram: the resulting sine waves' frequencies are plotted vertically (with greater 
amplitude indicated by darker points) and the time horizontally.

Data
A sequence of spectrograms produced using the computer software Praat is shown in the 
following pages. The first 12 are each labeled with an English word for you, which is shown 
in the spectrograms. These 12 words are given:

sash, lamb, knee, sheesh, soup, pang, loose, (the letter) e, mice, ice, coo, shine

The last four spectrograms each show one of the following eight words:

louse, lass, lease, lice, pass, ash, sheep, lack

Problems.
1. Which words are shown in the last four spectrograms?

Spectrogram 13:

Spectrogram 14:

Spectrogram 15:

Spectrogram 16:

2. Mark the time intervals of the three sounds which comprise the word "sash" in its 
spectrogram.

3. Do the same for "lamb".






